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Excellent and useful medical text message, written in a obvious and concise fashion. Five Stars
very good! Travel Medicine is normally my specialty and I am usually interested in the experience
of other doctors in this area. The layout is beautifully finished with maps and tables, made out of
attention to detail.! excellent Very detailed and to the idea. Not particularly detailed. Lots of typo.
Easy ready for MD's. Best for nurses or Pharms who are in this field. Jay Keystone has done an
excellent job of covering the most important issue in travel medication. Easy ready. Basic.Graphs
and charts enhance the written information do not detract from it like many textboods. I have not
used the web consult function however, but so far it is best than I expected. Thorough and with
an excellent lay out Having just started a travel clinic, I was keen to get a read through this
textbook. It really is thoroughly written bij specialists in the field.We liked the sections on
"Aircraft cabin environment" (bits on air filtration, cosmic radiation and inflight medical
emergencies) and the four chapters on travelers' diarrhea. it offers practical tips on how to do
this. Rudimentary. A very helpful chapter on how to start and market a travel clinic proved quite
useful;What I missed was detailed here is how to manage vaccines and the chilly chain.All in all a
very useful book. Because it is the first edition, ideally another edition will have some more
information on the vaccines for future buyers.
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